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Interstellar sintillations of pulsars PSR B0809+74 and B0950+08 have been studied using obser-
vations at low frequenies (41, 62, 89, and 112 MHz). Charateristi temporal and frequeny sales
of dirative sintillations at these frequenies have been determined. The omprehensive analysis
of the frequeny and temporal struture funtions redued to the same frequeny has shown that
the spetrum of interstellar plasma inhomogeneities toward both pulsars is desribed by a power
law. The exponent of the spetrum of utuations of interstellar plasma inhomogeneities toward
PSR B0950+08 (n = 3.00 ± 0.05) appreiably diers from the Kolmogorov exponent. Toward
PSR B0809+74 the spetrum is a power law with an exponent n = 3.7 ± 0.1. A strong angular
refration has been deteted toward PSR B0950+08. The distribution of inhomogeneities along the
line of sight has been analyzed; it has been shown that the sintillations of PSR B0950+08 take
plae on a turbulent layer with enhaned eletron density, whih is loalized at approximately 10 p
from the observer. For PSR B0809+74 the distribution of inhomogeneities is quasi-uniform. Mean-
square utuations of eletron density on inhomogeneities with a harateristi sale ρ0 = 10
7
m
toward four pulsars have been estimated. On this sale the loal turbulene level in the 10-p layer
is 20 times higher than in an extended region responsible for the sintillations of PSR B0809+74.
1. INTRODUCTION
Pulsars represent a good tool for the study of in-
terstellar plasma (ISP), beause they possess very
small angular sizes and intense emission. The in-
vestigation of their intensity utuations in the
frequenytime domain allows us to study the ISP
spetrum in various diretions of our Galaxy. As
was shown in [1, 2℄, the observational data on pul-
sar sintillations are statistially well desribed by a
power-law spetrum of inhomogeneities with an ex-
ponent n = 3.67 (i.e., by the Kolmogorov spetrum)
in a very broad range of spatial sales ρ. However, a
satter in the values of the spetrum exponent n is
observed for the same value of ρ for dierent soures;
this testies that in loal diretions of the Galaxy the
spetrum an dier from the Kolmogorov spetrum.
The appliation of a new method for the study of ISP
using a omprehensive analysis of a struture fun-
tion obtained from multifrequeny observations of
pulsar sintillations has revealed a dierene of the
spetrum from Kolmogorov's for PSR B0329+54,
B0437−47, and B1642−03 [35℄. The purpose of
this paper was a study of the ISP spetrum ISP
toward nearby and powerful at meter wavelengths
pulsars PSR B0809+74 and B0950+08. The dis-
tanes to these pulsars and their veloities are known
from parallax measurements [6℄: R = 433 p, V =
102 km/s and R = 262 p, V = 36.6 km/s for
PSR B0809+74 and B0950+08 respetively. Sine
they are the nearest pulsars, the analysis of their
sintillations allows us to study the region of inter-
stellar plasma nearest to the Sun.
The obtained earlier observational data demon-
strate the presene of three omponents of interstel-
lar turbulent plasma in the solar neighborhood at
distanes of the order of 1 kp and less. The rst
omponent is turbulent plasma with a statistially
quasi-uniform distribution in the spae between spi-
ral arms (omponent A in the lassiation of [7,
8℄). The seond omponent represents a avern with
a depleted eletron density (ne ∼= 0.005 m
−3
) in the
solar neighborhood with a sale of about 200300 p
perpendiularly to the Galati plane and 50100 p
in the Galati plane. This avern has been deteted
in X-ray observations [9℄. The presene of a avern
with a lowered turbulene level on a sale of the or-
der of 100 p has been revealed also by the analysis
of sintillations of pulsars with dispersion measures
from 3 to 35 p m
−3
[10℄. The third omponent
orresponds to a layer with an enhaned turbulene
level at a distane of about 10 p from the Sun.
This layer has been deteted in observations of in-
terstellar sintillations of quasars in the entimeter
waveband [11, 12℄. In [5℄ this layer was lassied as
omponent C. In [5℄ it was also shown that the pul-
sar PSR J0437−4715 sintillates on inhomogeneities
of layer C.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA
PREPROCESSING
The observations of PSR B0809+74 and
B0950+08 were arried out on the BSA and
DKR-1000 radio telesopes of the Pushhino Radio
Astronomy Observatory (Astro Spae Center,
Lebedev Institute of Physis, Russian Aademy
of Sienes) at frequenies 41, 62.43, 88.57 MHz
(DKR-1000), and 111.87 MHz (BSA) in Deember
2Table 1. Parameters of the observations
Parameter f , MHz
41 62.43 88.57 111.87
PSR B0809+74
∆t, ms 5.12; 2.56 5.15 5.38 2.56
N
h
128; 64 96 96 128
∆f , kHz 1.25; 20 20 20 20
T, s 51.68 51.68 38.76 19.38
PSR B0950 + 08
∆t, ms 5.12; 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56
N
h
64 96 128 128
∆f , kHz 1.25; 20 20 20 20
T , s 20.24 15.18 20.24 5.06
2001  January 2004. As the interferene situation
at low frequenies was omplex, we have used for
the analysis only those reords where interferene
was small. We reeived linearly polarized emis-
sion. Two multihannel reeivers were used: a
128-hannel reeiver with a hannel bandwidth
∆f = 20 kHz at frequenies 88.57, 62.43, and
111.87 MHz as well as a 128-hannel reeiver with
a hannel bandwidth ∆f = 1.25 kHz at a frequeny
of 41 MHz. The time of observations on BSA
(frequeny 111.87 MHz) in eah session was 12
and 3.3 min for PSR B0809+74 and B0950+08
respetively. At low frequenies it was 35.5 min for
PSR B0809+74 and 15.63 min for PSR B0950+08.
Table 1 lists the time and frequeny resolution
(∆t and ∆f) and the used number of hannels
(N
h
) at eah frequeny. Individual pulses of the
pulsars were reorded on the omputer disk in
all hannels with a period synhronized with the
preomputed topoentri pulse arrival time. Then
the signal in all hannels was shifted in aordane
with the dispersion shift at the given frequeny
(redution to the highest frequeny hannel); in
hannels aeted by interferene (if any) the signal
was replaed by an average value found from the
adjaent hannels. The ampliation in all hannels
was redued to the same value by normalization,
so that the noise dispersion in all hannels were
equal to its average value found from hannels not
aeted by interferene. At frequenies 4189 MHz
the reord was performed in a window 1.8P1 (P1
is the pulsar period) and at 112 MHz in a window
0.9P1. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N),
we averaged individual pulses: from 15 pulses at
112 MHz to 40 pulses at low frequenies. The
averaging time T for both pulsars at all frequenies
is listed in Table 1.
3. CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
To analyze the intensity variations of the pulse ra-
diation as a funtion of frequeny (hannel number)
within the bandwidth of the multihannel reeiver,
we formed spetra of individual pulses I(fk) by av-
eraging the signal in a seleted range of longitudes
of the pulse and in a region outside the pulse, on
the noise segment of the reord (for the same num-
ber of longitudes) IN (fk) for eah hannel. Here
fk = f +(k−1)∆f is the frequeny of the kth han-
nel, and f is the frequeny of observation. Then we
subtrated the noise omponent IN (fk) from I(fk),
and the spetra of individual pulses thus obtained
were analyzed with the purpose to get information
in the frequeny as well as in the time domains.
Figure 1. (a) Mean pulse prole of PSR B0809+74
at a frequeny of 111.87 MHz as observed on April
6, 2001. Vertial axis: intensity in relative (om-
puter) units; horizontal axis: time inside the pulse
in milliseonds. Longitude ranges (interval 1 and
interval 2 ) in whih the pulse intensity was aver-
aged are marked. (b) Mean normalized CCF be-
tween the spetra of adjaent pulses whose inten-
sities were averaged in the above-mentioned longi-
tude ranges: 1 (lower panel) and 2 (upper panel).
Charateristi frequeny (f
dif
) and temporal (t
dif
)
sales of sintillations were determined using the or-
relation analysis. We omputed the mean ross-
orrelation funtion (CCF) between the spetra of
adjaent, noiseless pulses averaged in the given range
of longitudes of the pulse emission; CCF was normal-
ized to the produt of rms deviations σ1σ2. We on-
3sidered a pulse as noiseless if its amplitude exeeded
a level of 4σN . The mean prole of the pulsar was
derived by addition of all individual pulses in the
given observational session. Sine the pulse averag-
ing time T (Table 1) was onsiderably shorter than
the sintillation timesale, the deorrelation of the
spetra of adjaent (averaged) pulses was insigni-
ant; in return, we ompletely eliminated the unor-
related omponent of noise. The frequeny sale f
dif
was determined as a frequeny shift at whih CCF
dereased by a fator of two.
Sine we reeive linearly polarized emission, we
must take into onsideration the inuene of polar-
ization on its frequenytime struture. At low fre-
quenies the degree of polarization for pulsars stud-
ied by us is high: about 60% for PSR B0809+74 [13℄
at the longitudes of the leading part of the mean
prole and muh lower in its trailing part; (70
80)% for PSR B0950+08 [14℄ throughout the pro-
le. The rotation measure is RM = −11.7 rad/m2
for PSR B0809+74. The frequeny of the Faraday
rotation is
PF [MHz℄ = 17.475f
3/RM, (1)
where f is the observational frequeny in hundreds
of megahertz. Aordingly, PF = 2140 kHz at
112 MHz and PF = 59 kHz at 41 MHz. The in-
uene of polarization on the orrelation analysis
for PSR B0809+74 is shown in Fig. 1. Longitude
ranges in whih we averaged the intensity to ob-
tain the spetra used in the alulation of the av-
erage CCF are shown. When averaging the lead-
ing part of the pulse (interval 1 ), a superposition
of two struturesnarrow-band (produed by prop-
agation of the radiation in the interstellar plasma)
and broadband (due to a muh slower intensity vari-
ation with frequeny as a result of the rotation of the
polarization plane aross the reeiver bandwidth)
is visible. When averaging the trailing part (inter-
val 2 ), the slow omponent is virtually absent; this
onrms the small degree of polarization at these
longitudes. In the frequenytime data analysis of
PSR B0809+74 we have used the average over the
longitudes of the trailing part of the mean prole.
For PSR B0950+08 the rotation measure is on-
siderably smaller than for PSR B0809+74; however,
in the literature its values appreiably dier: in the
atalog of pulsars [15℄ RM = (1.35 ± 0.15) rad/m2,
in [14℄ RM = (46) rad/m2, and in [16℄ RM =
(−0.66 ± 0.04) rad/m2. Probably, authors [14℄ un-
derestimated the ontribution of the ionosphere to
the obtained rotation measure. For RM = 1 rad/m2
the Faraday rotation frequeny is PF = 20.4MHz at
112 MHz and PF = 1200 kHz at 41 MHz. The inu-
ene of polarization on our observations at 41 MHz
is shown in Fig. 2. The prole averaged over the
session (Fig. 2a) is double-peaked with a separation
between the omponents of 13 ms. Arrows shown
Figure 2. (a) Mean prole of PSR B0950+08 at a
frequeny of 41 MHz as observed on January 16, 2004.
Vertial axis: intensity in relative (omputer) units;
horizontal axis: time inside the pulse in milliseonds.
The time resolution is 2.56 ms, frequeny resolution
is 20 kHz. Arrows show longitudes at whih the pulse
intensity was seleted in all hannels for the alu-
lation of the orrelation funtions. (b) Mean CCF
between the pulse spetra taken at longitudes 11 ,
12 , and 13 . The urve in the lowermost graph
is the tted sine wave with a frequeny of 600 kHz.
longitudes at whih we seleted pulse intensities over
all hannels to form the spetrum at the given lon-
gitude. Then we alulated mean normalized CCF
between the spetra at longitudes 11 (autoorre-
lation funtion, ACF), 12 , and 13 for all noise-
less pulses. Figure 2b shows mean CCF between the
spetra at the orresponding longitudes. In these ob-
servations we used the reeiver with a hannel band-
width of 20 kHz. The narrow unresolved feature
orresponding to the frequeny sale of dirative
sintillations at 41 MHz has a maximum at the zero
frequeny shift, while the slow omponent is shifted
to the left with an inrease in the longitude oset of
the spetra; this is due to the hange in the position
angle aross the pulsar prole. Fitting a sine wave to
the slow CCF omponent 13 yields the modulation
frequeny PF = (600± 60) kHz, whih orresponds
4Figure 3. Mean normalized CCF for the
spetra of adjaent pulses at 88.57 MHz (up-
per graphs) and 62.43 MHz (lower graphs) for
PSR B0809+74 (left) and PSR B0950+08 (right).
Figure 4. Mean proles of PSR B0950+08 and
PSR B0809+74 at 41 MHz as observed on Deem-
ber 25, 2003 (left) and mean normalized CCF be-
tween the spetra of adjaent pulses on this fre-
queny (right). The time resolution is 5.12 ms,
and the frequeny resolution 1.25 kHz. In the
left graphs, the vertial axis plots the intensity
in relative (omputer) units, and the horizontal
axis the time inside the pulse in milliseonds.
to RM = (2 ± 0.2) rad/m2. The observations were
arried out in the nighttime, and we suppose that
the ontribution of the ionosphere to this value was
not more than 1 rad/m
2
. Consequently, RM toward
PSR B0950+08 is about 1 rad/m2, and the eet
of polarization on the frequenytime struture of
the emission for this pulsar is onsiderably smaller
than for PSR B0809+74. Therefore, for obtaining
the spetra we used the average over all longitudes
determined by the level of 0.25 of the mean prole
maximum of the pulsar.
Figure 3 shows for both pulsars mean CCF be-
tween the spetra of adjaent pulses at 88.57 MHz
Figure 5. Mean normalized CCF for the spe-
tra of pulses taken at appropriate time inter-
vals (horizontal axis); left: for PSR B0809+74 at
111.87 MHz, right: for PSR B0950+08 at 88.57 MHz.
Table 2. Charateristi sales of dirative sintillations
Parameter f , MHz
41 62.43 88.57 111.87
PSR B0809+74
f
dif
, kHz 2± 0.6 7± 3 20± 10 45± 5
t
dif
, s   450± 70 600 ± 100
PSR B0950 + 08
f
dif
, kHz 1.5± 0.4 25± 10 100± 40 220 ± 60
t
dif
, s 350± 100 400± 100 450± 120 >200
(upper graphs) and 62.43 MHz (lower graphs) ob-
tained in individual observational sessions. Table 2
lists, together with their errors, the average values of
harateristi sales of sintillations f
dif
found from
all sessions. The errors orrespond to standard de-
viations from the mean. The slow CCF omponent
is due to the eet of polarization. It is visible
that with dereasing frequeny the relative ampli-
tude of the slow omponent inreases; this testies
to an inrease in the degree of polarization with
frequeny. Figure 4 presents the mean proles of
PSR B0809+74 and B0950+08 for one of the ob-
servational sessions at the low frequeny 41 MHz
(left-hand graphs) and mean CCF between the spe-
tra of adjaent pulses at this frequeny (right-hand
graphs). The frequeny resolution here was 1.25 kHz
for both pulsars. To improve the signal-to-noise ra-
tio for PSR B0950+08 observed at f = 41MHz with
the narrow-band reeiver, we used a time onstant
of 10 ms; therefore, the omponents of the mean
prole merge. For PSR B0809+74 a well-resolved
two-peak prole with a separation between ompo-
nents of 96 ms is observed.
We determined the harateristi timesale of
sintillations as the time shift at whih the oe-
ient of orrelation between the spetra separated by
an appropriate time interval dereases by a fator of
two. Figure 5 presents the orresponding funtions
for both pulsars obtained from observations at one
5of the frequenies: 111.87 MHz for PSR B0809+74
(left) and 88.57 MHz for PSR B0950+08 (right).
The average values of the harateristi sintilla-
tion sales t
dif
found from all sessions are given to-
gether with their errors in Table 2. The errors or-
respond to standard deviations from the mean. For
PSR B0809+74 we did not manage to determine t
dif
at 41 and 62 MHz beause of a poor signal-to-noise
ratio.
4. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
We used the obtained frequenytime orrelation
funtions for the strutural analysis of the data and,
aordingly, for the study of the spetrum of ISP in-
homogeneities. The power-law spetrum of eletron
density utuations is dened as
ΦNe(q) = C
2
Neq
−n, (2)
where C2Ne haraterizes the plasma turbulene
level, q = 2pi/ρ and ρ are, respetively, the spatial
frequeny and spatial sale of an inhomogeneity in
the plane perpendiular to the line of sight (generally
it is a three-dimensional vetor). The struture fun-
tion of phase utuations D(ρ) and spetrum ΦNe
are related by the Fourier transform. In the ase of a
statistially uniform distribution of inhomogeneities
in the medium D(ρ) is desribed by relationship [17℄
Ds(ρ) = (kΘ0ρ)
n−2, (3)
(kΘ0)
n−2 = A(n)(λre)
2C2NeL/(n− 1),
A(n) =
24−npi3
[Γ2(n/2) sin(pin/2)]
.
Here Θ0 is the harateristi sattering angle, λ is
the wavelength, k = 2pi/λ is the wavenumber, re
is the eletron lassial radius, L is the eetive dis-
tane to the turbulent layer or distane to the pulsar
in the ase of a uniform distribution of turbulene
along the line of sight. The spatial sale is related
to the timesale by a simple relationship ρ = V∆t,
where V is the veloity of motion of the line of sight
aross the piture plane. If the pulsar veloity on-
siderably exeeds the veloity of the observer and
of the motion of the turbulent medium, then it de-
termines the displaement of the line of sight. As
was shown in [3℄, for small time shifts ∆t the phase
struture funtion Ds(∆t) an be obtained from the
orrelation funtion of intensity utuations BI(∆t):
Ds(∆t) =
BI(0)−BI(∆t)
〈I〉2
at ∆t ≤ t
dif
, (4)
where 〈I〉 is the mean intensity for an observational
session. In the frequeny domain we have used the
relationship
Ds(∆f) =
BI(0)−BI(∆f)
〈I〉2
for ∆f ≤ f
dif
, (5)
where ∆f is the frequeny shift. To redue the data
from dierent frequenies to a single frequeny f0, it
is neessary to sale temporal and frequeny stru-
ture funtions in aordane with the law:
Ds(f0,∆t(f0),∆f(f0)) = Ds(f,∆t,∆f)(f/f0)
2.
(6)
As noted in [3℄, ∆t(f0) = ∆t(f); however, ∆f(f) 6=
∆f(f0). In the ase of purely dirative sintilla-
tions we have
∆fd(f0) = (f0/f)
2∆f(f). (7)
In the presene of a strong angular refration, i.e.,
when the refration angle onsiderably exeeds the
sattering angle, the frequeny dependene ∆f is
quite dierent:
∆fr(f0) = (f0/f)
3∆f(f). (8)
We have used these formulas in the analysis of our
data onsidering two models, dirative and refra-
tive.
Figures 6 and 7 show for both models frequeny
struture funtions of phase utuations in the
double logarithmi sale for PSR B0809+74 and
PSR B0950+08 respetively. All the data were re-
dued to the same frequeny f0 = 1000 MHz. As in
our previous publiation on the study of ISP spe-
tra toward a number of pulsars [35℄, we have used
this value of f0 for onveniene of a omprehensive
analysis of all the data. In the gures the data at
dierent frequenies are shown by dierent symbols.
In Fig. 6 a lled irle marks a point obtained from
observations at 408 MHz [18℄. Statistial errors of
the struture funtions were estimated using equa-
tion (B12) from [19℄. From Fig. 6 it is visible that
for PSR B0809+74 the dirative model (Fig. 6b)
desribes the experimental data muh better than
the refrative model (Fig. 6a). A straight line least-
square-tted to the rst points of the struture fun-
tions has a slope β = 1.3± 0.2. For tting we must
take the values at shifts smaller than or of the order
of the harateristi frequeny sale of sintillations.
For PSR B0950+08 (Fig. 7) the data at dierent fre-
quenies in both models dier not so strongly as for
PSR B0809+74; however, the satter of the points
for the refrative model (Fig. 7a) is smaller. The
largest dierene takes plae for a point obtained
from observations at 41 MHz (lled triangle). The
slope of the tted straight line is β = 0.96± 0.05.
Figures 8 and 9 show temporal struture fun-
tions of phase utuations for PSR B0809+74 and
PSR B0950+08 respetively. In addition to our
6Figure 6. Frequeny struture funtions of phase
utuations for PSR B0809+74 in two models: re-
frative (a) and dirative (b). Open irles: 111.87-
MHz data; asterisks: 88.57 MHz; square: 62.43 MHz;
triangle: 41 MHz; lled irle: 408 MHz [18℄. The
data for all frequenies have been redued to the same
frequeny f0 = 1000 MHz. The straight line least-
square-tted to the rst points of struture funtions
for the dirative model has a slope β = 1.3 ± 0.2.
Figure 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but for PSR B0950+08.
The tted straight line has a slope β = 0.96 ± 0.05.
Figure 8. Temporal struture funtion of phase
utuations for PSR B0809+74. Open irles:
111.87 MHz; asterisks: 88.57 MHz; small open
squares: 933 MHz [19℄. The data for all frequen-
ies have been redued to the same frequeny f0 =
1000 MHz. The straight line has been least-square-
tted to the initial points of the struture fun-
tions. Top: axis of the orresponding spatial sales.
Figure 9. Temporal struture funtion of phase
utuations for PSR B0950+08. Asterisks:
88.57 MHz; small lled squares: 62.43 MHz.
The data for all frequenies have been re-
dued to the same frequeny f0 = 1000 MHz.
The straight line has been least-square-tted.
Top: axis of the orresponding spatial sales.
data, we have used in Fig. 8 also a struture fun-
tion obtained in [19℄ from observations at 933 MHz
(open squares). It is visible that the data at dierent
frequenies for PSR B0809+74 presented in the dou-
ble logarithmi sale are well desribed by a unied
power-law spetrum. A straight line tted to the ex-
perimental points has a slope α = 1.7 ± 0.04. As it
is visible from Fig. 9, for PSR B0950+08 temporal
7struture funtions at dierent frequenies redued
to 1000 MHz satisfy a power law with an exponent
α = 1.0 ± 0.05. The sale of the upper horizontal
axis in Fig. 8 and 9 orresponds to spatial sales of
interstellar plasma inhomogeneities ρ = V∆t. Here
we have used the pulsar veloities measured in [6℄:
V = 102 and 36.6 km/s for PSR B0809+74 and
PSR B0950+08 respetively.
Figure 10. Charateristi frequeny sale of sintil-
lations as a funtion of the frequeny of observation
for PSR B0950+08 (left) and PSR B0809+74 (right).
The lled squares show the sales obtained in this
work, the asterisks the data of [20℄, the rust the data
of [21℄, the open irle the data of [22℄, the lled irle
the data of [10℄, the triangle the data of [18℄, and the
open squares: data from [7℄. The lines are the result
of least-squares ts. The slope for PSR B0950+08 us-
ing our data is γ = 4.9 ± 0.6, while the slope for the
data at frequenies ≥112 MHz is γ = 2 ± 0.6. The
tting for PSR B0809+74 tting using all the points
yielded the slope of γ = 3.4 ± 0.15. The dashed line
with a slope of 4.3 is the expeted f
dif
(f) dependene.
5. DISCUSSION
As shown above, the temporal struture fun-
tions for PSR B0809+74 and PSR B0950+08 are
desribed by a power law, and, aordingly, the
spetrum of interstellar plasma inhomogeneities to-
ward these pulsars is a power-law one with an ex-
ponent n = α + 2; this orresponds to n = 3.0 ±
0.05 for PSR B0950+08 and n = 3.7 ± 0.04 for
PSR B0809+74. Whereas for PSR B0809+74 the
measured turbulene spetrum mathes to the Kol-
mogorov form (n = 3.67), for PSR B0950+08 it
is muh atter. In addition, we an say that to-
ward PSR B0950+08 an appreiable angular refra-
tion takes plae. As shown in [3℄, for the dirative
model the slope of the frequeny struture funtion
is related to that of the temporal struture funtion
as β = α/2, and for the refrative model β = α. For
Figure 11. Charateristi temporal sale of sin-
tillations as a funtion of the frequeny of observa-
tion; top: PSR B0809+74, bottom: PSR B0950+08.
Filled squares: sales obtained in this work, trian-
gle: the data from [23℄, lled asterisks: [20℄, the
open asterisk: [24℄, the diamond the data of [25℄,
open irle: [19℄. A straight line has been least-
square-tted to the data for PSR B0809+74; its
slope is 1.1. Asymptoti straight lines with slopes
of α = 2 and α = −0.5 orresponding to equa-
tions (10) and (14) are shown for PSR B0950+08.
PSR B0950+08 we have β ≈ α. For PSR B0809+74
the auray of the determination of β is low, and
within the 3σ error limits the relationship β = α/2 is
fullled, though a more onvining evidene of the
absene of angular refration in this diretion is a
strong deviation of the data on the frequeny stru-
tural funtion from this model (Fig. 6).
Figures 10 and 11 present the harateristi fre-
queny and temporal sales of sintillations as fun-
tions of the frequeny of observation for both pul-
sars. Filled squares show our measurements, other
symbols denote the data taken from [7, 10, 18
25℄. For the redution of the sales fd obtained
by a dierent method in [21℄ to our measurements,
we have used the relationship f
dif
= 0.3fd. We
have least-square-tted straight lines to the obser-
vation data. For PSR B0950+08 (Fig. 10) tting
8was done separately to the low-frequeny data of
this work (slope γ = 4.9 ± 0.6), and to the data
at frequenies f > 112 MHz (slope γ = 2 ± 0.6).
For PSR B0809+74 tting for all points (Fig. 10)
yields γ = 3.4 ± 0.15. As shown above, the fre-
queny CCF of the ux utuations of the pulsar
PSR B0809+74 is desribed by the model of dira-
tive sintillations on inhomogeneities of the power-
law spetrum of interstellar plasma turbulene with
an exponent n = 3.7. For the dirative model the
harateristi frequeny sale of sintillations is [17℄
f
dif
= c/(piRΘ0)
2 ∝ f2n/(n−2), (9)
where c is the veloity of light. For n = 3.7 the ex-
peted for PSR B0809+74 value γ = 4.3 is shown
in Fig. 10 with a dotted line. This line is also on-
sistent with the experimental points, exept for the
high-frequeny ones. It is possible that the values
of f
dif
measured at high frequenies are underesti-
mated beause of the limited total frequeny band
of the observation. The harateristi timesale of
the sintillations for the dirative model is
t
dif
≈ 1/kΘ0V ∝ f
2/(n−2), (10)
where k is the wavenumber and V is the velo-
ity of motion of the line of sight with respet to
the turbulent medium. For n = 3.7 the expeted
for PSR B0809+74 value 2/(n − 2) = 1.18; this
agrees well with the experimentally obtained gure
1.1 (Fig.11). In [26℄ it was shown that the sin-
tillation parameters for the pulsar PSR B0809+74
and quasar B0917+624, whih is loated lose to
the pulsar on the elestial sphere, are determined
by the same turbulent medium and this medium is
distributed almost uniformly on a sale of the order
of 500 p.
For the pulsar PSR B0950+08 the temporal and
frequeny orrelation funtions of the ux utua-
tions are desribed by a more sophistiated model.
Firstly, we should take into aount that the ob-
servational data orrespond to two modes of sintil-
lations. At high frequenies (f > f
r
) sintillations
are weak, and at low frequenies (f < f
r
) the ob-
servation data orrespond to the dirative ompo-
nent of strong sintillations. Near the ritial fre-
queny f
r
sintillations orrespond to the fousing
mode, whih has been poorly studied, either theo-
retially or experimentally. Aording to our data,
the sintillations index is about unity at all observa-
tional frequenies; thus, sintillations are strong at
frequenies f ≤ 112 MHz. Consequently, the riti-
al frequeny f
r
> 112 MHz. Aording to the data
[25℄ obtained at f = 4.8 GHz, sintillations of the
pulsar PSR B0950+08 are weak. In the same paper
an estimate of the ritial frequeny f
r
< 700 MHz
is given. In [27℄ on the basis of the ompilation of
the observational data of 1970s an estimate of the
ritial frequeny f
r
≈ 300 MHz is given.
Seondly, it is neessary to take into aount the
presene of a strong angular refration. In this
ase, the harateristi frequeny sale of dirative
(strong) sintillations is desribed by the relation-
ship [3℄
f
dif
≈ c/pir
ef
Θ0Θref ∝ f
2+n/(n−2), (11)
f < f
r
,
where r
ef
is the eetive distane to the turbulent
layer, Θ
ref
is the harateristi angle of refration,
Θ0 is the harateristi sattering angle determined
by (3). For n = 3 equation (11) yields f
dif
∝ f5. The
observational data indeed orrespond to a power law
with a turnover. At low frequenies (f ≤ 112 MHz)
the exponent γ = 4.9 ± 0.6; this is onsistent with
the expeted value for the mode of strong sintilla-
tions in the presene of refration. Therefore, we an
assert that the ritial frequeny f
r
> 112 MHz. In
the ase of weak sintillations we should replae the
sattering angle Θ0 with the Fresnel angle
Θ
Fr
= (1/kr
ef
)1/2. (12)
As a result we obtain
f
dif
≈ c/pir
ef
Θ
Fr
Θ
ref
∝ f2.5. (13)
At high frequenies f ≥ 112 MHz the exponent γ =
2± 0.6; this also agrees with the expeted value for
the mode of weak sintillations.
The harateristi timesale of sintillations for
PSR B0950+08 is also desribed by a power law
with a turnover. At low frequenies sintillations
are strong, and the harateristi timesale of sin-
tillations is determined by formula (10). At high
frequenies sintillations are weak, and the hara-
teristi timesale of sintillations is
t
dif
≈ (r
ef
/k)1/2/V
ef
∝ f−1/2, (14)
where V
ef
is the veloity of motion of the line of sight
with respet to the turbulent layer. The asymp-
toti relationships (10) and (14) are shown in Fig. 11
with straight lines. We see that the theoretial de-
pendenes agree well enough with the experimental
points. From the timesale of weak sintillations we
an determine the distane to the layer responsible
for the radiowave modulation. If L is the distane
from the observer to the turbulent layer and R is the
distane from the observer to the pulsar, the ee-
tive distane is
1/r
ef
= 1/(R− L) + 1/L. (15)
The eetive veloity is
V
ef
= V
o
(R− L)/R+ VpL/R, (16)
where V
o
and V
p
are the omponents of the veloities
of the observer and pulsar in the piture plane re-
spetively. The pulsar veloity is Vp = 36.6 km/s [6℄;
9therefore, Vp ∼= Vo, and Vef ∼= Vp ∼= 30 km/s. Using
this value of V
ef
in (14) and supposing t0 = 15 min
at the frequeny f = 4.8 GHz [25℄, we obtain
L(R− L)/R ∼= 9.7 p. (17)
For this equation we nd the solutions L1 = 10 p
and L2 = 252 p. Therefore, the turbulent layer is
either near the observer or near the pulsar. It should
be noted that parameters of the sintillations of the
pulsar PSR B0950+08 are rather lose to those of
the pulsar B0437−47 [5℄, whih is loated at ap-
proximately the same galati longitude. For the
latter pulsar it was shown in [5℄ that its sintillations
as well as those of the quasar PKS 0405−385, at a
small angular distane, are determined by a layer of
the medium with enhaned turbulene at 10 p from
the observer. Therefore, we an aept that the pul-
sar PSR B0950+08 sintillates on the same layer of
the turbulent medium and that the right solution is
L1 = 10 p.
Table 3. Loal turbulene levels
PSR Ds(ρ0), L, Ds(ρ0)/L, ∆Ne,
rad
2
p rad
2
/p m
−3
B0329+54 0.034 1000 3× 10−5 7.7× 10−4
B0437−47 0.0033 10 3× 10−4 2.4× 10−3
B0809+74 0.0003 433 1× 10−6 1.4× 10−4
B0950+08 0.002 10 2× 10−4 2× 10−3
Let us estimate the turbulene level toward
PSR B0809+74 and PSR B0950+08. Note that
we annot use for the omparative analysis the val-
ues of C2Ne, beause they hange their dimension
with hanging spetrum exponent n. We will use
the values of the struture funtion on a seleted
sale ρ0 = 10
7
m at a frequeny f = 1 GHz. The
loal level of turbulene is related to the gradient
Ds(ρ0) as follows: (d/L)Ds(ρ0) ≈ Ds(ρ0)/L, where
L is the harateristi thikness of the layer of the
medium. The value of Ds(ρ0)/L is proportional to
the mean square of eletron density utuations on
inhomogeneities with a harateristi sale ρ0; for
ρ0 = 10
7
m we have:
Ds(ρ0)/L [rad
2
/p℄ (18)
∼= 50〈[∆Ne(ρ0)]
2〉 [ m−6℄.
Table 3 lists the values of Ds(ρ0) at a frequeny
f = 1 GHz together with the values of Ds(ρ0)/L and
∆Ne for the pulsars studied by us in [3, 5℄ and in this
paper. The distribution of the estimated loal turbu-
lene levels orresponds to three omponents of the
interstellar medium mentioned in the Introdution.
The greatest values of ∆Ne orrespond to the layer
with an enhaned turbulene level (layer C): the pul-
sars PSR B0437−47 and PSR B0950+08 sintillate
on its inhomogeneities. The minimum value of ∆Ne
obtained toward the pulsar PSR B0809+74 orre-
sponds to a avern. The intermediate value of ∆Ne
is obtained toward the pulsar PSR B0329+54; it or-
responds to turbulent plasma in the spae between
spiral arms (omponent A).
6. CONCLUSION
As a result of the analysis of the phase stru-
ture funtions obtained by us from the study of in-
terstellar sintillations toward PSR B0809+74 and
PSR B0950+08 at low frequenies 41112 MHz with
invoking the previously published higher frequeny
data, we have shown that the spetrum of interstel-
lar plasma inhomogeneities toward both pulsars is
desribed by a power law. The spetrum exponent
toward PSR B0950+08 diers appreiably from the
Kolmogorov exponent; it is n = 3.00± 0.05. Toward
PSR B0809+74 the spetrum is a power law with an
exponent n = 3.7 ± 0.1; within the error limits this
orrespond to the Kolmogorov spetrum. The anal-
ysis of the frequeny dependene of the diration
parameters has shown that toward PSR B0950+08
the transition to the weak sintillation mode takes
plae approximately at a frequeny of 200300 MHz;
here is a turnover in relationships t
dif
(f) and f
dif
(f).
The experimental data math well enough the de-
pendene expeted by the theory.
As a result of the analysis of the temporal
and frequeny phase strutural funtions for a
purely dirative model and model with a strong
angular refration, we have shown that toward
PSR B0950+08 there exists a strong angular re-
fration. The onduted analysis of sintillations of
this pulsar at dierent frequenies has shown that
the distribution of inhomogeneities along the line
of sight is not uniform and that the sintillations
of PSR B0950+08 take plae on a turbulent layer
with enhaned eletron density (layer C), whih is
loated at a distane of about 10 p from the ob-
server. The same layer is responsible for the sin-
tillations of PSR B0437−47 and and of the quasar
PKS 0405−385. Here the loal turbulene level on
a sale ρ0 = 10
7
m is 20 times higher than in the
extended region with a size of the order of 430 p
responsible for the sintillations of PSR B0809+74.
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